where w r (t) = (w r,1 (t), ..., w r,D (t)) = r i=1 z i (t) is the reconstruction (using either traditional or SSA-CP method) of modes 1, ..., r without future knowledge; u r (t) = (u r,1 (t), ..., u r,D (t)) is the reconstruction of modes 1, ..., r using future knowledge, i.e. the 'truth'; |I| is the size of I; and where j ∈ [−M, M ] (and M is the embedding window).
For 2-dimensional data, a bivariate RMSE and pattern correlation defined by
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are used.
Text S2. Statistics of precipitation anomalies
In this section, some statistics are presented for precipitation anomalies that are used in the second test discussed in the main text. These anomalies were computed from GPCP daily precipitation data (Huffman et. al., 2012) which has a spatial resolution of
• ; the portion from 1 January 1997 through 31 December 2013 is used. Prior to applying SSA, a meridional mode truncation, the removal of annual mean and seasonal cycle, and interpolation to 64 equally-spaced zonal gridpoints were applied to the data;
see, e.g., Ogrosky and Stechmann (2015) ; Stechmann and Majda (2015) ; Stechmann and Ogrosky (2014) for details of these steps. Figure S1 shows the variance, skewness, and kurtosis of these anomalies as a function of longitude. At all longitudes the data has positive skewness and kurtosis greater than 3.
A PDF of the precipitation anomalies at x = 180 is also shown along with its Gaussian fit.
Text S3. Partially-observed multiscale model
In this section, details of the multiscale model test in the main text are presented. The multiscale model used is
where γ 1 = γ 2 = 0.2, σ 1 = σ 2 = 0.5, ω 0 = a 0 = 1, = 0. Figure S2 . Portion of the real part of u 2 (t) from multiscale model (3). 
